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Abstract
The data protection laws in Europe require that data controllers provide
privacy policies to inform individuals about the prospective processing of their
personal data. The ever growing expressiveness of privacy policy languages
allows to specify policies in a growing number of details. This and new options
for policy negotiations transformed rather general privacy policies into specific
privacy contracts between the data controller and the individual.

In this report, we specify a privacy contract language and call it the Pri-
vacy Option Language, modelled after the analogy between financial option
contracts and data disclosures which has been presented in previous work
and led to the Privacy Option notion. The language specification provides
privacy by design through its data minimisation provisions, i. e., all contracts
are automatically reduced to their canonical form so that individual differ-
ences in the contract formulation are inherently normalised. The language
specification is extensible in two ways. First, hooks are specified in the core
language and can be used to connect sublanguages. The freedom to choose
any suitable sublanguage allows to specify language details independent of the
core language. Second, the Privacy Option Language itself can be used as a
sublanguage within a more general-domain language. We give examples of
extensions and provide tools for evaluating semantics such as human-readable
presentations of Privacy Options and contract management. The definitions
of the semantics are kept simple and serve as templates for more practical ones.

All functionality can be checked by interactive tests in a standard multi-
purpose programming language interpreter, since the Privacy Option Language
is specified as an embedded domain-specific language within Haskell. Hands-on
examples are provided along with the language specification.
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1 Introduction
The Privacy Option Language (POL) was first described in [4] as a complement
to the Privacy Options [5] notion, a model for data disclosures which builds
upon the analogy to option contracts in economics. Personal data disclosed
by an individual to a data controller brings the controller in the position to
process and use the data (with a possible time delay). The Privacy Option
relates this to the situation in which the buyer of a put option obtains the
right to purchase the underlying1 to a predefined price. The Privacy Option
is the adaption of put options where the underlying is personal data and
the stock price is the information of the data in Shannon’s [25] sense. The
analogy of financial option contracts and Privacy Options has been used to
adapt valuation methods [6] of financial options to privacy metrics. Both,
the monetary value of financial options and the future information provided
by personal data are uncertain at the time of the option purchase or the
data disclosure, respectively, but both can be valuated by means of similar
mechanisms. [5]

Despite the analogy, the two option types differ remarkably in the availab-
ility of the underlying. The underlying of financial options is supplied first
when the option is executed while the underlying of the Privacy Option, the
personal data, is instantly available to the data controller. As a consequence,
the contract partner writing the financial option retains the right to intervene
when the option is executed, e. g., in case of contract infringement, while the
individual that is disclosing personal data, i. e., writing the Privacy Option,
cannot intervene without the cooperation of the data controller when the data
is processed. The rights commonly granted to data subjects by data protection
legislation, e. g., the right to delete personal data when incorrect, require con-
trols to become ultimately executable. These controls need to include that the
individual and the data controller share information about the data processing.
In particular, it requires that

1. the data processing plan is shared as part of the Privacy Option contract,
2. the data processing is recorded and shared, and
3. contract infringements can be prosecuted.2

Point 1 and 2 can be seen as transparency measures. Point 1 is an ex-ante
measure, since it informs the individual about the data processing before the
fact; and point 2 is an ex-post measure, since it informs during or after the fact.
Point 3 is relevant, if the data obtained from point 1 and 2 is not matching. In
this report, we focus on point 1 and consider the following requirements for
Privacy Option contracts:

1. Privacy needs to be preserved by design and default. In other words, the
use of Privacy Option contracts may, despite their purpose to inform
the contract parties, not result in an unfavourable impact on privacy.

2. Contracts need to be formulated in a readable form for both, humans
who are the contract parties, and machines, the contract processors and

1The term underlying in finance is an asset with a time dependent value.
2Here, the word sharing means that both contract partners possess the same information.
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managers.
3. The language specification must be open to extensions.

As to requirement 1, the data minimisation principle is applied to the contract
syntax by defining a canonical form for contracts. The canonical form is a
representative contract among contracts that may have different syntax but
are semantically equivalent. Since the syntax differences carry no substantial
contract information, these differences open a covert channel that transports
information about the respective contract’s origin and possibly even about the
data subjects writing the contract. Privacy Option contracts are automatically
converted to their canonical form when they are constructed and the thus
covert channel is destroyed. This allows users of the language to construct
contracts as they wish, e. g., a set of individual templates can be used, without
leaving traces about the specifics of the contract construction. The canonical
form is subject of Section 8 and 9.

The machine-readable form of requirement 2 is the basic form of any
Privacy Option contract. A human-readable form is added as a semantic
extension to the language. Thus, the solution to requirement 2 demonstrates
at the same time that requirement 3 is fulfilled. The machine-readable form is
specified in Section 7, the human-readable form in Section 14.

2 Related work
The field of machine-readable privacy policy languages has been pioneered
by work on the Platform for Privacy Preferences (P3P) [8, 22]. Policies in
P3P define a number of data processing assertions, covering five questions:
who is collecting the data, what data is collected, why is it collected (the
purpose of the data processing), how long is the data retained, to whom is
the data transferred? The prospective data controller can use P3P policies
to inform individuals about its data processing routines. The individuals
are supposed to compare these policies with their preferences. The match
of policies and preferences can be performed entirely automatically, if the
individuals’ preferences are formulated in a machine-readable form as well,
e. g., in A P3P Preference Exchange Language (APPEL) [7].

The Enterprise Privacy Authorization Language (EPAL) [2] was the first to
add obligations to the list of data processing assertions. Obligations are actions
taken by the data controller and triggered by events. Obligations generalise
the data retention periods of P3P, since the deletion of personal data after the
retention period can be rephrased as an obligation to delete the data. The
concept of obligations has been revived in each of the more recent privacy
policy languages while research and development of EPAL is discontinued
in favour for the more general Privacy Profile [1] of the eXtensible Access
Control Markup Language (XACML) [16, 17].

The PrimeLife Policy Language (PPL) [21] continued the line of XACML-
based policy languages. It is the first that provides a symmetric interface for
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privacy policies3 and preferences. [27] The symmetry is supposed to simplify
matching policies and preferences and thereby enabling automatic policy
negotiations between individual and data controller. As a consequence, highly
individual privacy policies can be negotiated which, in essence, would be closer
to individual contracts than to general policies.

Contract languages are rare in the privacy research domain, to the best
of our knowledge, POL is the first one. Most of the inspiration for POL has
been taken from Peyton Jones’ and Eber’s work on their financial contract
language [18]. Contract languages formally describe the rights and duties
of contract partners as opposed to defining authorisations with obligations
attached to them, as it is common in access control languages such as EPAL,
XACML, and PPL. Thus, obligations (or duties) may exist in contracts inde-
pendent of authorisations, i. e., even instructions to process personal data can
be formulated as duties in contract languages while data processing is defined
as authorisation in the access control languages. The option to formulate the
duty to process personal data, though opposing data-minimalistic reasoning,
improves privacy, since the duty is supporting the data subject’s control over
its personal data. For instance, in loyalty bonus programs, the data subject has
an incentive, the bonus, to let the data controller link personal data. In this
case, it should not be up to the data controller to acknowledge or ignore the
link. Another example are emergency situations where immediate evaluation
of personal data, e. g., information about the last confirmed location or the
history of visited locations, vital functions, nutrition, or allergies, is a vital
interest of the data subject.

POL is the first language for which valuation methods have been proposed.
They allow to decide whether a contract and therefore a data disclosure is
more or less useful. The valuation method proposed in [5] is neutral with
regard to the contract party, i. e., contracts can be valuated by the data subject
and the data controller.

Similar to the contract language in [18], our language is defined as a com-
binator library. Combinator libraries define a number of simple functions, the
combinators, which are used in combination to construct complex functions
of the same type. The design of combinator libraries and their mathematical
properties have been discussed first in [11]. Combinator libraries can be seen
as embedded domain-specific languages [9] that populate the host language.
The host language, usually a general-purpose programming language, serves as
a parser for the embedded language and can also be used to extend or combine
the embedded language with additional functionality. Both approaches are
used in this report.

Contract languages like POL cover the point 1 of the information sharing
requirements defined in Section 1. Point 2 is an own research topic with a
body of work building on [24], motivated by [23], and culminating in recent
work, such as [19, 20, 28].

3“Data handling policies” in PPL-jargon.
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3 How to read this report
This report serves as specification of POL and at the same time as implementa-
tion of the language. We embed POL in the Haskell [14] programming language.
The specifications and the examples are formulated as fully executable code
and are interwoven with the report text. The inconvenience of switching
the context forth and back between report and code pays off in terms of a
simple equation: the report is the complete POL implementation and vice
versa. In other words, if you possess the report, you can extract all code, and
if you possess the code files, you can render their documentation. Bentley and
Knuth [3] deserve the credit for this idea.

The report consists of chapters and the code is separated into modules.
Both structures are independent of each other. Modules start with the keyword
module, followed by the module name, and code lines are numbered. A module
ends where the next module starts. Examples are introduced along with
corresponding specifications and stored in separate code files. The report
references the code files where appropriate.

While reading the report from the beginning to the end may provide full
details about POL, we recommend reading Section 4, 5, and 6 as a general
introduction to the code, Section 7 and 8 to learn the syntax of the language,
and Section 20 and 12 to see how simple extensions work. The other sections
may serve as reference for serious studies, e. g., when deploying the language
or adding non-trivial extensions for POL.

4 Privacy contracts
The meaning of contracts is to determine the mutual rights and duties between
the contract parties. Privacy contracts determine rights and duties with
regard to data disclosure. In these contracts, every non-trivial formulation is a
duty unless there are options to choose from. Trivial contracts have neither
rights nor duties. In POL, these trivial contracts have the name zero. A
contract determining a data disclosure is constructed by disclose. An instant
disclosure of the attribute weight with the value 70kg for the purpose profiling
is formulated in POL as

*POL> disclose "weight" "70kg" "profiling"
pdata weight: 70kg profiling

The reply of the run-time interpreter is pdata, a shorthand for personal data,
and a repetition of the arguments. In Section 20, disclose is defined as a
function that simplifies the use of the POL primitive pdata. The interpreter
expands this shorthand and prints the contract using POL primitives only. The
disclose contract is a duty, i. e., it immediately requires disclosing the data
and using the disclosed data. The duty can be transformed in a right by using
the function option.
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*POL> let disc = disclose "weight" "70kg" "profiling"
*POL> option disc
(zero) ‘or‘ (pdata weight: 70kg profiling)

As disclose, option is a contract template. It evaluates to the choice between
the contract argument and zero. The choice is up to the holder of the option
contract and needs to be made immediately. The choice can be postponed by
means of the function when.

*POL> let opt = option disc
*POL> when (at 10) opt
when ((time) == (10)) ((zero) ‘or‘ (pdata weight: 70kg profiling))

Contracts starting with when become immediately effective when the condition
in the first argument of when is True the first time. In the current example,
this requires that the option is decided when the time is “10”. The number
“10” may refer to the state of a simulated clock or a real-time clock. We use a
time simulation for the examples in this report, but POL can handle real-time
clocks as well.

Postponing the contract execution makes particular sense when the pur-
pose of the data processing is profiling or re-identification. At the time when
the data is disclosed, the data subject has most likely gone through an authen-
tication process with the data controller, thus, immediate re-identification is
not necessary. When the authentication is expired, the data controller can
search its input data stream, e. g., the search queries of a search engine, match
it with the disclosed data of the data subject, profile or re-identify it, and
offer services to the data subject without forcing it through the authentication
process again.

Apart from the time, events can be evaluated in the condition of when, e. g.,
product updates that cannot be planned exactly in the future.

*POL> when (occurs "product update") opt
when (product update occurs) ((zero) ‘or‘ (pdata weight: 70kg ..

profiling))

Contracts constructed with when leave no choice to the contract parties re-
garding the execution time, i. e., as soon as the condition is True, the contract
must be executed. More choice about the time of contract execution is given
to the contract parties when constructing contracts with until and anytime.
The function retain uses until to define a data retention period. Writing a
contract with a retention period of 6 time steps when the simulation is running
through the second time step leads to a contract that expires at time step 8.

-- simulation time set to 2
*POL> retain 6 opt
until ((time) == (8)) ((zero) ‘or‘ (pdata weight: 70kg profiling))
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5 Language framework
The language framework defines the core functionality of POL with a number
of extension hooks that can be used to specify the features beyond the core
of POL. These features, such as the choice of the data type for personal data,
need to be specified before POL can be demonstrated. The framework can be
used to define variants of POL with different features, the simple variant we
use for demonstrations throughout this report is defined in the next section.
This section defines the POL framework.

1 module Language.POL
2 ( module Language.POL.Syntax
3 , module Data.POL.PersonalData
4 , module Data.POL.Purpose
5 , module Data.POL.Observable
6 , module Data.POL.Time
7 , module Semantics.POL.Management
8 , module Semantics.POL.HumanReadable
9 ) where

POL defines a number of language primitives, the functions and, or, and until,
among others. These functions are also part of the Haskell language, thus,
the Haskell definitions have to be moved to another namespace before the
POL function can be defined. The Haskell definitions are moved by explicitly
importing the module Prelude as a qualified module. Prelude defines most of
Haskell’s basic function.

10 import Prelude hiding ( and, or, until )
11 import qualified Prelude as P ( and, or, until )

In order to populate our playground with functionality, we load the module
Language.POL.Syntax which defines the language primitives and the canonical
form of POL contracts.

12 import Language.POL.Syntax

This is enough to start exploring simple POL contracts. More complex con-
tracts need the integration of sublanguages for personal data, purposes, and
observables. A simple definition of personal data consists of pairs (a, v) where
a is an attribute and v is the value, for instance, (eye colour,green). We use
lists of attribute–value pairs for examples and demonstrations in this report,
in reality however, some attribute values would imply the values of others,
for instance, the social security number often reveals the birthday. Thus,
tree-like data structures or even lattices are more appropriate for the pro-
ductive use of POL. We provide a hook into POL to data support structures
as simple or as complex as required. This hook is defined in the module
Data.POL.PersonalData.

13 import Data.POL.PersonalData hiding ( covers )
14 import qualified Data.POL.PersonalData as D
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A similar discussion can lead to simple or complex definitions of data pro-
cessing purposes. Again, the only reasonable conclusion is to leave it to the
user to define a suitable structure for the purposes and hook it into POL. The
hook is defined in the module Data.POL.Purpose.

15 import Data.POL.Purpose hiding ( covers )
16 import qualified Data.POL.Purpose as Ps

Observables are values that are accessible during the contract execution. In the
privacy domain, time is one of the most important examples for observables,
since it is needed to interpret data retention periods. What an observable is
depends on the contract execution environment. The hook for the observables
is defined in Data.POL.Observable. The module defines comparison operators
and Boolean operators that only work for observables. These operators
are hidden in an own namespace in order to avoid confusion with Haskell’s
definitions of the same operators.

17 import Data.POL.Observable hiding
18 ( (==), (/=)
19 , (<=), (>=), (<), (>)
20 , (&&), (||), not
21 )
22 import Data.POL.Observable as O

There may be different time models depending on the application model,
discrete time, continuous time, event-driven time. The hook for specific time
models is defined in Data.POL.Time.

23 import Data.POL.Time hiding ( zero )
24 import qualified Data.POL.Time as T

When time is passing (or more general, when observables change their state),
contracts may evolve in the sense that rights and duties may be due. This
human intuition needs to be specified for the machine that is managing the
contract, in other words semantics need to be added to the contract syntax.
The operational semantics defined in Semantics.POL.Management specify how
contracts evolve.

25 import Semantics.POL.Management hiding ( when )
26 import qualified Semantics.POL.Management as M

As contracts can be described to machines, they can be described to humans.
The translations from contracts to (simplified) natural language are defined in
Semantics.POL.HumanReadable as denotational semantics of POL.

27 import Semantics.POL.HumanReadable

6 SimPOL framework instance
For demonstrations and examples, we instantiate the POL framework and
hook in the sublanguages. We use basic sublanguages for defining personal
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data, the data processing purpose, and observables. These sublanguages are
rich enough to demonstrate the POL language and still simple enough to be
understood and defined in small examples. The POL framework together
with the basic sublanguages forms simPOL which is defined in the module
Language.SimPOL.

1 module Language.SimPOL

In simPOL, two inspector functions are defined, inspect and simulate. The
first, inspect, translates contracts specified in code to natural language. The
second inspector function, simulate, provides artificial time and contract
events and uses them to simulate the contract execution. We use simPOL for
all examples in this report.

simPOL consists of the functionality provided by the POL framework,
2 ( module Language.POL

the specific sublanguages for personal data, data processing purposes, and
observables that are hooked into the POL framework,

3 , module Data.SimPOL.PersonalData
4 , module Data.SimPOL.Purpose
5 , module Data.SimPOL.Observable

the specific contract management semantics,
6 , module Data.SimPOL.Time
7 , module Semantics.SimPOL.Management

a simplified contract data type Contract,
8 , Contract

a simplified data type for observable variables,
9 , Obs

an environment for contract simulations, called the universe, and
10 , Universe

the inspector functions,
11 , inspect
12 , simulate
13 ) where

In order to replace the general framework definitions for contracts, personal
data, data processing purposes, and management semantics with the simpler
simPOL definitions, we hide the general definitions in a separate namespace,
POL. The general definitions remain accessible by POL.<definition>.

14 import Language.POL hiding
15 ( Contract
16 , PersonalData, attribute, value
17 , Purpose, purpose
18 , Label
19 , Management, advance )
20 import qualified Language.POL as POL
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The simPOL sublanguages which are hooked in the general POL framework
are defined in separate modules, imported here, and discussed in detail in
Chapter III.

21 import Data.SimPOL.PersonalData
22 import Data.SimPOL.Purpose
23 import Data.SimPOL.Observable
24 import Data.SimPOL.Time
25 import Semantics.SimPOL.Management

The output driver for the natural language semantics uses XHTML. The driver
is loaded from the module PrettyXHTML. In order to structure the XHTML
documents, we also load the XHTML combinator library, XHtml.

26 import Text.PrettyXHTML
27 import Text.XHtml as XH hiding ( label, value )

The simPOL sublanguages materialise in the types Management, a contract
management semantics, Time, a time model used in the contract management,
PersonalData, a very simple data type for defining personal data, Purpose, a
simple implementation for defining data processing purposes, and Label, a
label type for observables. The type Universe assignes the time model to the
management semantics.

28 type Universe = Management Time

The type Obs links the simPOL’s Universe with POL’s framework for observ-
able variables. Observables in simPOL are labeled programs running in the
Universe.

29 type Obs = Observable Universe

And simPOL’s Contract type uses the abstract POL.Contract defined in the
POL framework and connects it to the data types for personal data, processing
purposes, and observables, and the Universe.

30 type Contract = POL.Contract PersonalData Purpose Label Universe

The specific contract data type is used to define the inspector functions. The
first inspector function, inspect, translates simPOL contracts to XHTML docu-
ments describing the contracts in natural language. The function accepts one
contract as argument and writes the contract description to a file. In Haskell,
files are written as a result of several operations in the IO monad. Monads
encapsulate side-effects, impure operations that make no sense in the functional
model. For the moment, it is enough to understand that the return type IO ()
of the function inspect results in a number of IO operation and the empty
return value “()”.

31 inspect :: Contract→ IO ()

The XHTML code is created in two steps. The first step is an abstract definition
of the document by means of combinators, e. g., h1 for first-level headlines,
pretty for creating the contract description, and +++ for concatenating XHTML
fragments. The second step renders the actual the XHTML code from this
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abstract document by means of the function showHtml. The XHTML code,
now a string, is written to the file by means of writeFile.

32 inspect c = writeFile "polcontract.html" $ showHtml
33 $ h1 << "POL␣contract␣inspection"
34 XH.+++ h2 << "Human-readable␣contract"
35 XH.+++ (pretty c :: Html)
36 XH.+++ h2 << "Machine-readable␣contract"
37 XH.+++ thediv ! [thestyle "font-family:monospace"] << show c

The second inspector function, simulate, simulates the contract execution by
means of the management semantics. The function accepts one contract as
argument and returns a simplified contract after the simulation. The simplified
contract is usually Zero, the contract without rights and obligations. Since
simulate is an inspector function, log messages about the current execution
process are logged to the text console. These messages will be side-effects
and require simulate to return its result combined with operations in the IO
monad.

38 simulate :: Contract→ IO Contract

The simulation is created in two steps. The first step is to create a loop program
which executes the contract until it is simplified to Zero. The second step is
to run this loop program in the Universe by means of the function evolve.
While the function evolve is pre-defined in the management semantics, the
loop program needs to be defined here.

39 simulate = evolve . loop where

The loop construction function, loop, accepts one contract as the argument
and returns a simplified contract after executing the contract argument in the
Universe (monad).

40 loop :: Contract→ Universe Contract

The loop is constructed by recursively executing the contract until its sim-
plification is equivalent to Zero. The execute function is pre-defined in the
management semantics. After each execution step, a simplified contract is
returned that may be Zero. If the returned contract is not Zero, the simulation
time is advanced and a new loop recursion step is entered. Zero contracts are
returned without entering the next loop step.

41 loop c = do
42 d← execute c
43 if d == Zero
44 then return Zero
45 else advance >> loop d

With these definitions, simPOL is fully functional. In order to complement
the functionality with convenience, template contracts are defined. Through
the module Language.SimPOL.Template, all template contracts are accessible.
The sub-modules are imported and re-exported by this module.
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1 module Language.SimPOL.Template
2 ( module Language.SimPOL.Template.Disclose
3 , module Language.SimPOL.Template.Obs
4 , module Language.SimPOL.Template.Option
5 , module Language.SimPOL.Template.Retention
6 ) where

The templates are defined in sub-modules. They are described in Section 20.

7 import Language.SimPOL.Template.Disclose
8 import Language.SimPOL.Template.Obs
9 import Language.SimPOL.Template.Option

10 import Language.SimPOL.Template.Retention
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7 Combinator library
The Privacy Option Language is defined as a combinator library around the
data type Contract, an algebraic data type [10] with a number of constructors.

1 module Language.POL.Syntax
2 ( Contract
3 ( Zero, Data
4 , Give
5 , And, Or
6 , If, IfNot
7 , When, Anytime, Until
8 )

These constructors, Zero, Data, etc., are the low-level equivalents to the lan-
guage primitives (zero, pdata, etc.).

9 , zero, pdata
10 , give
11 , and, or
12 , ifobs, ifnot
13 , when, anytime, until

As opposed to the constructors, the functions defining the language primit-
ives are self-reducing, i. e., contracts constructed by the language primitive
functions are automatically reduced to a canonical form.

The module also exports four functions, foldAnd, foldOr, foldLeaves, and
mapLeaves for traversing through the syntax tree of POL. These functions are
described in greater detail in Chapter 9.

14 , foldAnd, foldOr
15 , foldLeaves, mapLeaves
16 ) where

POL provides hooks for plugging in sublanguages. Most hooks are so generic
that type variables can be used for them in this module. The sublanguages
are defined in separate modules. Even the sublanguage for observables can be
defined independently, however, it has to be constructed through a monad
transformer [13, 15], ObservableT.

17 import Data.POL.Observable ( ObservableT )

Some of POL’s primitives, e. g., and and or, have names that collide with
Haskell’s native functions. It is therefore necessary to hide the native functions
in this module.

18 import Prelude hiding ( and, or, until )

Loading the Printf module simplifies the definition of a Show instance of the
Contract data type.

19 import Text.Printf ( printf )
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Many of the standard data types can be understood as monads [15], e. g.,
Maybe, or more generally as arrows [12], e. g., tuples. Operations on these
data types are replaced by equivalent monad or arrow operations whenever it
seems beneficial in terms of concise function definitions. We use the monad
operation liftM2 and mplus, and the arrow operations first and second.

20 import Control.Monad ( liftM2, mplus )
21 import Control.Arrow ( first, second )

A way of quickly sorting data are the two standard data types Map and Set with
intuitive functionality. They are used to sort parts of POL’s syntax tree when
it is reduced to canonical form.

22 import qualified Data.Set as Set
23 ( empty, null, member
24 , insert, delete, deleteFindMax
25 , union, fold
26 , fromList, toAscList
27 )
28 import qualified Data.Map as Map
29 ( empty, member
30 , insert, insertWith, delete
31 , unionWith, intersection
32 , foldWithKey
33 , fromList, toList, keysSet
34 )
35 import Data.Set ( Set )
36 import Data.Map ( Map )

7.1 Contract data type
Every POL contract is defined as a combination of low-level constructors.
The constructors And and Or are defined as infix operators with standard
precedences.

37 infixr 3 ‘And‘
38 infixr 2 ‘Or‘

Every valid contract is of type Contract. The type variable a represents the
data type for personal data, p represents the data type for data processing
purposes, and l and m determine the data type for observable variables.

39 data Contract a p l m

All constructors are recursive except Zero and Data which are used to termin-
ate the recursive construction of contracts. In other words, Zero and Data
are leaves in POL’s syntax tree while all other constructors are branches as
illustrated in Figure 1.

40 = Zero
41 | Data a p
42 | Give (Contract a p l m)
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Data a2 p2 Zero

Data a1 p1 And

And

If o1

If o1 (Data a1 p1 ‘And‘ Data a2 p2 ‘And‘ Zero)

Data a2 p2Data a1 p1

ZeroAnd

Or

If o1

If o1 (Data a1 p1 ‘And‘ Data a2 p2 ‘Or‘ Zero)

Figure 1: Syntax tree of contracts. Binary trees are constructed by And and Or, leaves
are Zero and Data, and the other combinators construct unary tree branches. And
binds stronger than Or.

43 | And (Contract a p l m) (Contract a p l m)
44 | Or (Contract a p l m) (Contract a p l m)
45 | If (ObservableT l m Bool) (Contract a p l m)
46 | IfNot (ObservableT l m Bool) (Contract a p l m)
47 | When (ObservableT l m Bool) (Contract a p l m)
48 | Anytime (ObservableT l m Bool) (Contract a p l m)
49 | Until (ObservableT l m Bool) (Contract a p l m)
50 deriving (Eq, Ord)

7.2 Show instance
Whenever a contract is printed on the system’s console, the show function of
the type class Show is called. There are two traditions for defining the Show
instance. The first is to print a string that can be parsed easily. The second
is to print a string that can be recognised easily by humans. In the best case,
show prints a string which is easily parsed and recognised. We prioritise the
second tradition in order to use the system’s console as a test environment for
POL’s functionality.

51 instance (Show a, Show p, Show l) => Show (Contract a p l m) where
52 show Zero = "zero"
53 show (Data a p) = printf "pdata␣%s␣%s" (show a) (show p)
54 show (Give c) = printf "give␣(%s)" (show c)
55 show (c1 ‘And‘ c2) = printf "(%s)␣‘and‘␣(%s)" (show c1) (show c2)
56 show (c1 ‘Or‘ c2) = printf "(%s)␣‘or‘␣(%s)" (show c1) (show c2)
57 show (If o c) = printf "ifobs␣(%s)␣(%s)" (show o) (show c)
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58 show (IfNot o c) = printf "ifnot␣(%s)␣(%s)" (show o) (show c)
59 show (When o c) = printf "when␣(%s)␣(%s)" (show o) (show c)
60 show (Anytime o c) = printf "anytime␣(%s)␣(%s)" (show o) (show c)
61 show (Until o c) = printf "until␣(%s)␣(%s)" (show o) (show c)

8 Language primitives
This section defines the language primitives of POL. The primitives are named
after the constructors, but in addition to constructing POL contracts they are
self-reducing, meaning that every contract is constructed in canonical form.
References are given to the abstract term rewriting system defined in [4].

8.1 Basic contract combinators
There are two non-recursive primitives, zero and pdata, which map to the
constructors Zero and Data, respectively. Both functions finish the construc-
tion of contracts, i. e., zero and pdata (with function arguments) are complete
contracts. No reduction is possible for any of these contacts, both are in
canonical form at the time of their construction.

The primitive zero constructs a contract without rights and obligations.

62 zero :: Contract a p l m
63 zero = Zero

The primitive pdata constructs a contract that requires the immediate
disclosure of personal data, the first function argument, under a purpose, the
second function argument.

64 pdata :: a→ p→ Contract a p l m
65 pdata = Data

The combinator give turns obligations to claims and vice versa in the
contract argument. The resulting contract is the one that the opposite contract
party holds.

66 give :: Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m

A Zero contract is Zero for both contract parties.

67 give Zero = zero -- (R1)

Two give combinators neutralise each other.

68 give (Give c) = c -- (R2)

Any other case is already in canonical form and therefore constructed with
the Contract constructor Give.

69 give c = Give c
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8.2 Parallel execution of contracts
The combinator and constructs a new contract from two contracts. In the
constructed And contract, the two subcontracts are executed simultaneously.

70 infixr 3 ‘and‘
71 and :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
72 => Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m

The construction of a new contract is avoided, if one of the subcontracts is
Zero.

73 c ‘and‘ Zero = c -- (R3)
74 Zero ‘and‘ c = c -- (R4)

The Give combinator takes the outermost position in and contracts.

75 (Give c1) ‘and‘ (Give c2) = give (c1 ‘and‘ c2) -- (R5)

The syntax tree is sorted and simplified through the function sortAnd. See
Section 9 for details.

76 c1 ‘and‘ c2 = sortAnd (c1 ‘And‘ c2) -- (~R6)

8.3 Choices between contracts
The combinator or provides the choice between two subcontracts. The con-
structed Or contract requires a decision between the first and the second
subcontract.

77 infixr 2 ‘or‘
78 or :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
79 => Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m

No choice is required, if both contract are equivalent.

80 c ‘or‘ d | c == d = c -- (R7)

The syntax tree is sorted and simplified through the function sortOr. See
Section 9 for details.

81 c1 ‘or‘ c2 = sortOr (c1 ‘Or‘ c2) -- new (R9-12)

8.4 Combinators for immediate conditions
The combinators ifobs and ifnot expire or execute the subcontract imme-
diately depending on the state of the observable variable. The behaviour is
outlined in Figure 2.

The subcontract in an ifobs contract is executed, if the observable Boolean
variable is true. Otherwise, the contract is not executed (and will not be
executed in the future).

82 ifobs :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
83 => ObservableT l m Bool→ Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m
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time time
ifobs

ifnot

when

until

anytimeobservable True
observable False
contract execution option
contract expiry

Figure 2: Execution pattern of contracts with conditions. The state in time of the
observable Boolean variable is modelled by a box when the variable is true and by a
line when the variable is false. Time is running from left to right. A circle displays the
execution options for a contract. Only one execution takes place. A cross marks the
time when a contract expires.

Conditioned Zero contracts are Zero.

84 ifobs o Zero = zero

The Give combinator takes the outermost position in ifobs contracts.

85 ifobs o (Give c) = give (ifobs o c) -- (R13)

The And and Or combinators take the outermost position in ifobs contracts.

86 ifobs o (c1 ‘And‘ c2) = (ifobs o c1) ‘and‘ (ifobs o c2) -- (R15)
87 ifobs o (c1 ‘Or‘ c2) = (ifobs o c1) ‘or‘ (ifobs o c2) -- (R17)

Chains of ifobs combinators with equivalent conditions are simplified to a
contract with a single ifobs combinator.

88 ifobs o (If p c) | o == p = ifobs o c -- (R19)

An IfNot or Until subcontract is void, if the conditions of ifobs and the IfNot
or Until, respectively, are equivalent.

89 ifobs o (IfNot p c) | o == p = zero -- (R20)
90 ifobs o (Until p c) | o == p = zero -- (R24)

Subsequent When constructors are eliminated, if the conditions of ifobs and
the When constructor are equivalent.

91 ifobs o (When p c) | o == p = ifobs o c -- (R23)

Any other contract is not reduced.

92 ifobs o c = If o c

The subcontract in an ifnot contract is effective, if the observable Boolean
variable is false in the moment when the contract is executed.

93 ifnot :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
94 => ObservableT l m Bool→ Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m
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The reduction steps for Zero, Give, And, Or, If, and IfNot subcontracts are
similar to the reduction of ifobs contracts.

95 ifnot o Zero = zero
96 ifnot o (Give c) = give (ifnot o c) -- (R14)
97 ifnot o (c1 ‘And‘ c2) = (ifnot o c1) ‘and‘ (ifnot o c2) -- (R16)
98 ifnot o (c1 ‘Or‘ c2) = (ifnot o c1) ‘or‘ (ifnot o c2) -- (R18)
99 ifnot o (If p c) | o == p = zero -- (R21)

100 ifnot o (IfNot p c) | o == p = ifnot o c -- (R22)

Until subcontracts replace the IfNot contract, if the Until condition is equi-
valent to the ifnot condition.

101 ifnot o (Until p c) | o == p = until o c -- (R25)

Any other contract is not reduced.

102 ifnot o c = IfNot o c

8.5 Combinators for time constraints
The combinator when postpones the execution of the subcontract to the mo-
ment when an observable Boolean variable becomes True for the first time.
The behaviour of combinators with time constraints is outlined in Figure 2.

103 when :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
104 => ObservableT l m Bool→ Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m

The reduction rules are distinguished in flat rules that apply only to the root
of the subcontract, and deep rules that would effect the leaves of And or Or
subcontract trees. The deep rules are applied before the flat rules are applied.
The first three flat rules are similar to the rules of the ifobs combinator.

105 when = liftM2 (.) flat deep where
106 flat o Zero = zero -- (R26)
107 flat o (Give c) = give (when o c) -- (R27)
108 flat o (c1 ‘And‘ c2) = (when o c1) ‘and‘ (when o c2) -- (R28)

The when combinator is ignored, if the subcontract is an And or Or tree and
all leaves are anytime combinators with conditions to that one of the when
combinator.

109 flat o c | allAnytime o c = c -- (R32)
110 flat o c = When o c

Subsequent If and When combinators can be ignored, if their conditions are
equivalent to the one of the root When combinator. Subsequent IfNot and Until
combinators render these parts of the subcontract void, if their conditions are
equivalent to the one of the When combinator. Deep reductions are illustrated
in Figure 3.

111 deep o = mapLeaves reduce where
112 reduce (If p c) | o == p = c -- (R29)
113 reduce (IfNot p c) | o == p = zero -- (R30)
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When o

Or

IfNot o c1 And

Until o c2 If o c3

mapLeaves reduce

Zero

Zero c3

When o (IfNot o c1 ‘Or‘ Until o c2 ‘And‘ If o c3)

When o

Or

Zero c3

When o (Zero ‘Or‘ c3)

Figure 3: Deep reductions with the contract on the left hand side leads to the reduced
contract on the right hand side. Some combinators render parts of the contract void
when there are other combinators with equivalent conditions stacked on top of them.
The term rewriting system is replacing these parts of the contract with Zero.

114 reduce (When p c) | o == p = c -- (R31)
115 reduce (Until p c) | o == p = zero -- (R33)
116 reduce c = c

The combinator anytime postpones the execution of the subcontract to
one of the moments when the observable Boolean variable is True.

117 anytime :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
118 => ObservableT l m Bool→ Contract a p l m
119 → Contract a p l m

The reduction rules for anytime are similar to those of when.

120 anytime = liftM2 (.) flat deep where
121 flat o Zero = zero -- (R34)
122 flat o c = Anytime o c
123 deep o = mapLeaves reduce where
124 reduce (If p c) | o == p = c -- (R36)
125 reduce (IfNot p c) | o == p = zero -- (R37)
126 reduce (When p c) | o == p = c -- (R38)
127 reduce (Anytime p c) | o == p = c -- (R39)
128 reduce (Until p c) | o == p = zero -- (R40)
129 reduce c = c

The combinator until postpones the execution of the subcontract to a
moment before an observable Boolean variable becomes true for the first time.

130 until :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
131 => ObservableT l m Bool→ Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m

The reduction rules for until are similar to those of when.

132 until = liftM2 (.) flat deep where
133 flat o Zero = zero -- (R41)
134 flat o c = Until o c
135 deep o = mapLeaves reduce where
136 reduce (If p c) | o == p = zero -- (R43)
137 reduce (IfNot p c) | o == p = c -- (R44)
138 reduce (When p c) | o == p = zero -- (R45)
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c2 c3

c1 And

AndfoldAnd f x f(c3, f(c2, f(c1, x)))

f(c1, x)

f(c2, f(c1, x)) f(c3, f(c2, f(c1, x)))

foldAnd (:) [] · · · [c3, c2, c1]

c3:(c2:(c1:[]))

Figure 4: Behaviour and result of the function foldAnd with the arguments f and x
on the contract c1 ‘And‘ c2 ‘And‘ c3. The function foldAnd evaluates to the reversed
contract list when the folded function, f, is the list constructor, (:), and the initial
value, x, is the empty list, [].

139 reduce (Anytime p c) | o == p = zero -- (R46)
140 reduce (Until p c) | o == p = c -- (R47)
141 reduce c = c

9 Reductions in junctions
In [4], the problem with term-rewriting systems arising from the commutativ-
ity and the distributivity of contract conjunctions and disjunctions is described.
The proposed solution was a total order of contracts. And though this is an
important step, it does not solve the problem with respect to a chain of Ands
or Ors. The basic idea for solving the problem is to see And and Or contracts
as trees, as illustrated in Figure 1, that can be folded from the leftmost leaf to
the rightmost. In this chapter, we first define functions for folding And and
Or syntax trees and then use them for dealing with the commutativity and
distributivity.

9.1 Folding the syntax tree
The functions foldAnd and foldOr parse the syntax tree of contracts. They
traverse through the trees from the left-most leaf to the right-most and apply
the aggregation function f to all leaves. Two different kinds of trees are
distinguished, trees formed by And, which are traversed by foldAnd, and trees
formed by Or, which are traversed by foldOr. The beviour of the functions is
illustrated in Figure 4.

142 foldAnd :: (Contract a p l m→ x→ x)→ x→ Contract a p l m→ x
143 foldAnd f x (left ‘And‘ right) = foldAnd f (foldAnd f x left) right
144 foldAnd f x tree = f tree x

The definition of foldOr is equivalent to that of foldAnd, except that it matches
Or contracts in its argument instead of And contracts.
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145 foldOr :: (Contract a p l m→ x→ x)→ x→ Contract a p l m→ x
146 foldOr f x (left ‘Or‘ right) = foldOr f (foldOr f x left) right
147 foldOr f x tree = f tree x

The function foldLeaves folds subtrees like foldAnd and foldOr, but it folds
tree structures, no matter whether they are constructed with And or Or or
both.

148 foldLeaves :: (Contract a p l m→ x→ x)→ x→ Contract a p l m→ x
149 foldLeaves f x (l ‘And‘ r) = foldLeaves f (foldLeaves f x l) r
150 foldLeaves f x (l ‘Or‘ r) = foldLeaves f (foldLeaves f x l) r
151 foldLeaves f x tree = f tree x

The function allAnytime is an instance of foldLeaves that returns True, only
if all leaves are constructed with the Anytime combinator.

152 allAnytime :: Eq l
153 => ObservableT l m Bool→ Contract a p l m→ Bool
154 allAnytime o = foldLeaves isAnytime True where
155 isAnytime (Anytime p c) x = x && o == p
156 isAnytime c x = False

The function mapContract is an specialised fold function. It applies the function
f to all leaves of the And-Or-tree, i. e., the tree spanned by both, And and Or.
The tree structure is not changed, except for equivalent reductions.

157 mapLeaves :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
158 => (Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m)
159 → Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m
160 mapLeaves f (l ‘And‘ r) = mapLeaves f l ‘and‘ mapLeaves f r
161 mapLeaves f (l ‘Or‘ r) = mapLeaves f l ‘or‘ mapLeaves f r
162 mapLeaves f c = f c

9.2 Commutativity of And
Whenever a contract is constructed with And, there are equivalent contracts
where the leaves of the And subtree are ordered in a different way. The subtree
is canonical when the leaves are ordered according to the Ord instance of
Contract. The order is established by the function sortAnd which traverses
through the subtree with foldAnd, constructs an ordered data structure of
leaves, FoldedAnd, and unfolds this data structure to a new ordered subtree.

163 sortAnd :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
164 => Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m
165 sortAnd = unfoldAnd . foldAnd consFoldedAnd nullFoldedAnd

FoldedAnd is basically a Map that maps tree leaves, i. e., contracts, to the number
of their occurrences. This counting is done in occs. Leaves constructed by
If or IfNot are separately counted in the Map ifs which maps the observable
variable and the subcontract of conditioned leaves to two Ints. The first Int
stores the number of If leaves and the second Int counts IfNot leaves. Pairs of
If and IfNot leaves with equivalent observable variables and subcontracts are
merged to one unconditioned contract in the unfolding step.
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166 data FoldedAnd a p l m = FoldedAnd
167 { ifs :: Map (ObservableT l m Bool, Contract a p l m) (Int, Int)
168 , occs :: Map (Contract a p l m) Int
169 }

The function nullFoldedAnd returns an empty instance of FoldedAnd.

170 nullFoldedAnd :: FoldedAnd a p l m
171 nullFoldedAnd = FoldedAnd
172 { ifs = Map.empty
173 , occs = Map.empty
174 }

The number of contract occurrences can be easily updated by adding integers
with (+). The function (+|+) is a similar sum function for the (Int,Int)
tuples used in ifs.

175 (+|+) :: (Int,Int)→ (Int,Int)→ (Int,Int)
176 (+|+) (a,b) (c,d) = (a+c,b+d)

The function consFoldAnd counts the leaves of the folded And tree and con-
structs the FoldAnd data structure. Whenever an If or an IfNot leaf is passed
to the function, the condition o and the subcontract c are stored in ifs. Other
contracts are stored in occs. The counts are updated with (+|+) and (+),
respectively.

177 consFoldedAnd :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
178 => Contract a p l m→ FoldedAnd a p l m→ FoldedAnd a p l m
179 consFoldedAnd (If o c) fa
180 = fa { ifs = Map.insertWith (+|+) (o,c) (1,0) (ifs fa) }
181 consFoldedAnd (IfNot o c) fa
182 = fa { ifs = Map.insertWith (+|+) (o,c) (0,1) (ifs fa) }
183 consFoldedAnd c fa
184 = fa { occs = Map.insertWith (+) c 1 (occs fa) }

The leaves of the And tree are sorted automatically in the Maps of the FoldAnd
data structure. The function unfoldAnd joins the Maps, expands the list of
ordered leaves according to the leaf counts in the Map, and constructs a new
And tree from the leaf list.

185 unfoldAnd :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
186 => FoldedAnd a p l m→ Contract a p l m
187 unfoldAnd fa = (foldr1 And . expand . join) [occs fa, ifs’] where

For the joining step, a modified version of ifs, ifs’, is used in which all pairs
of If and IfNot contracts with equivalent conditions and subcontracts are
merged to unconditioned contracts.

188 ifs’ = Map.foldWithKey merge Map.empty (ifs fa)

Depending on a, the number of If contracts, and b, the number of IfNot
contracts, conditioned and unconditioned contracts with respective counts are
added to ifs’. The number of conditioned contracts is the difference between
a and b, and the number of unconditioned contracts is min(a,b).
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Or

And And

c1 c2 c1 c3

c1 ‘And‘ c2 ‘Or‘ c1 ‘And‘ c3

And

c1 Or

c2 c3

c1 ‘And‘ (c2 ‘Or‘ c3)

Figure 5: Two equivalent contracts. The distributivity laws are applied, c1 is factored
out, and the root of the syntax tree changed from an Or contract (left) to an And
contract (right).

Or

c1 And

c1 c2

c1 ‘Or‘ c1 ‘And‘ c2

And

c1 Or

Zero c2

c1 ‘And‘ (Zero ‘Or‘ c2)

Figure 6: Two equivalent contracts. The contract c1 is factored out from the left
contract and occurs only once in the right contract.

189 merge (o,c) (a,b)
190 | a > b = Map.insert (If o c) (a-b) . Map.insert c b
191 | a < b = Map.insert (IfNot o c) (b-a) . Map.insert c a
192 | otherwise = Map.insert c a

The function join constructs one Map from a list of Maps with the counts
summed up for equivalent contracts.

193 join :: (Ord a, Num b) => [Map a b]→ Map a b
194 join = foldr (Map.unionWith (+)) Map.empty

The function expand constructs an ordered list of contracts from the Map which
maps contracts to the number of their occurrences.

195 expand :: Map a Int→ [a]
196 expand = Map.foldWithKey (((++) .) . flip replicate) []

9.3 Distributivity of And over Or
The reduction of trees created by Or is more complex than that of And trees. The
leaves of Or trees can be exchanged like in And trees, i. e., they are commutative.
At the same time, the laws of distributivity can be applied to And subtrees as
illustrated in Figure 5, 6, and 7.

Similar to sortAnd, sortOr transforms the Or tree to an intermediate data
structure, FoldedOr. In the unfold step, the leaves of the Or tree are reordered
and factored out.

197 sortOr :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
198 => Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m
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Or

c1 Or

And And

c1 c2 c1 And

c2 c3

c1 ‘Or‘ c1 ‘And‘ c2 ‘Or‘ c1 ‘And‘ c2 ‘And‘ c3

And

c1 Or

Zero And

c2 Or

Zero c3

c1 ‘And‘ (Zero ‘Or‘ c2 ‘And‘ (Zero ‘Or‘ c3 ))

Figure 7: Two equivalent contracts. The most frequent contract is factored out first
from the contract on top to the one on the bottom. The number of redundant contract
occurrences is minimised.

199 sortOr = unfoldOr . foldOr consFoldedOr nullFoldedOr

FoldOr stores the leaves of the Or tree in the ordered set ols. Leaves that are
And subtrees are stored separately in the ordered set ands. In addition, the
leaves of the And subtrees are stored along with the number of their occurrence
in the Map als. In the unfold step, als is used to discover the most frequent
And leaves and factor out them.

200 data FoldedOr a p l m = FoldedOr
201 { ols :: Set (Contract a p l m)
202 , ands :: Set (Contract a p l m)
203 , als :: Map (Contract a p l m) Int
204 }

Like nullFoldedAnd, nullFoldedOr returns an empty instance of FoldedOr.

205 nullFoldedOr :: FoldedOr a p l m
206 nullFoldedOr = FoldedOr
207 { ols = Set.empty
208 , ands = Set.empty
209 , als = Map.empty
210 }

The function consFoldedOr adds the leaves of the Or tree to ols or ands, re-
spectively. In addition, the function addAls adds the leaves of And subtrees to
als.
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211 consFoldedOr :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
212 => Contract a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m
213 → FoldedOr a p l m
214 consFoldedOr c@(_ ‘And‘ _) = fld addAnd . fld addAls
215 where fld = flip (flip . foldr) (expandAnd c)
216 consFoldedOr c = addOl c

The function addAls stores the leaves of the And subtree in als. If the And
subtree is in ands, i. e., if there are two equivalent And subtrees in the Or tree,
only the first And subtree is processed. If And leaves also occur as or Or leaves,
then they are moved by mvOl to ands and als so that they can be part of the
factorisation process.

217 addAls :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
218 => Contract a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m
219 addAls c r | Set.member c (ands r) = r
220 addAls c r = foldAnd (liftM2 (.) mvOl addAl) r c

The function addAnd adds leaves to ands.

221 addAnd :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
222 => Contract a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m
223 addAnd c r = r { ands = Set.insert c (ands r) }

The function addOl stores the leaves of the Or tree in ols. If an Or leaf also
is an And leaf, i. e., a member of als, then it is added to ands and als for the
factorisation process.

224 addOl :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
225 => Contract a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m
226 addOl c r | Map.member c (als r) = addAl c $ addAnd c r
227 addOl c r = r { ols = Set.insert c (ols r) }

The function addAl increases the number of occurrences of a given subcontract
or adds it, i. e., counts 1 occurrence.

228 addAl :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
229 => Contract a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m
230 addAl c r = r { als = Map.insertWith (+) c 1 (als r) }

The function mvOl moves the Or leaf from ols to als and ands, if that Or leaf
has occurred as a leaf of an And subcontract before.

231 mvOl :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
232 => Contract a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m→ FoldedOr a p l m
233 mvOl c r | Set.member c (ols r)
234 = addAl c $ addAnd c $ r { ols = Set.delete c (ols r) }
235 mvOl _ r = r

The function expandAnd expands And trees, if they have Or subtrees. Factorisa-
tions, e. g., done in previous steps, are reversed.

236 expandAnd :: Contract a p l m→ [Contract a p l m]
237 expandAnd = map (foldr1 And) . expandAnd’
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The function expandAnd’ takes apart And trees. The result is a list of lists of And
leaves. Each inner list represents one Or branch expanded from the original
And tree.

238 expandAnd’ :: Contract a p l m→ [[Contract a p l m]]
239 expandAnd’ (c ‘And‘ d) = do
240 cs← expandAnd’ c
241 ds← expandAnd’ d
242 return (cs ++ ds)
243 expandAnd’ (c ‘Or‘ d) = expandAnd’ c ‘mplus‘ expandAnd’ d
244 expandAnd’ c = return [c]

This concludes the folding process. All leaves that can possibly be factored out
are stored in als and the corresponding And trees are stored in ands. Leaves of
the Or tree that will not be considered for the factorisation process are stored
in ols. The function unfoldOr constructs a new Or tree from the ordered set
ols and from an ordered set of factored out And trees constructed from als
and ands.

245 unfoldOr :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
246 => FoldedOr a p l m→ Contract a p l m
247 unfoldOr r = foldr1 Or $ Set.toAscList
248 $ ols r ‘Set.union‘ factors (freq (als r)) (ands r)

The function freq creates an ordered set from als where the order is determ-
ined by the number of occurrences of the leaves in als. This ordered set is
used to pick the most frequent leaf, one by one.

249 freq :: (Ord a, Ord b) => Map a b→ Set (b,a)
250 freq = Set.fromList . map (uncurry (flip (,))) . Map.toList

The function factors factors out leaves shared among several And trees, starting
with the most frequent leaf. The first argument, ls, is a set of candidate factors,
including the number of their occurrence, and the second argument, ts, is the
set of And trees. If one of the sets is empty, the recursive processing stops with
an empty set, since no more factors can be factored out.

251 factors :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
252 => Set (Int, Contract a p l m)→ Set (Contract a p l m)
253 → Set (Contract a p l m)
254 factors ls ts
255 | Set.null ls = Set.empty
256 | Set.null ts = Set.empty

The recursion factors out the most frequent factor, leaf, if neither ls nor ts
are empty. The function fact is the And tree that is constructed from leaf.
All And trees that are not part of fact are stored in the set ts’. Factorisations
with less frequent factors, lessfreq, are constructed from ts’ and all factor
candidates, ls’, that are less frequent than leaf.

257 | otherwise = maybe lessfreq (flip Set.insert lessfreq) fact
258 where
259 (leaf, ls’) = first snd $ Set.deleteFindMax ls
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260 (fact, ts’) = factor leaf ts
261 lessfreq = factors ls’ ts’

The function factor constructs a new And tree, if possible, by factoring out
the leaf given in the first argument from the set of And trees in the second
argument. Besides the new tree, a set of And trees remaining from the second
argument is returned. These are the And trees that do not contain the leaf.

262 factor :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
263 => Contract a p l m→ Set (Contract a p l m)
264 → (Maybe (Contract a p l m), Set (Contract a p l m))
265 factor leaf = first consTree . Set.fold (reduce leaf) empty where
266 consTree ls
267 | Set.null ls = Nothing
268 | otherwise = Just $ and leaf $ foldr1 or $ Set.toAscList ls
269 empty = (Set.empty, Set.empty)

The function reduce looks for leaf, the first argument, in tree, the second
argument. If leaf is found, the tree without the leaf is added to the first set in
the third argument, otherwise the tree is added to the second set in the third
argument. The two sets are returned otherwise unmodified.

270 reduce :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
271 => Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m
272 → (Set (Contract a p l m), Set (Contract a p l m))
273 → (Set (Contract a p l m), Set (Contract a p l m))
274 reduce leaf tree@(And _ _)
275 | inTree = first (Set.insert reducedTree)
276 where (inTree, ls) = foldAnd (red leaf) (False, Set.empty) tree
277 reducedTree = (foldr1 And . Set.toAscList) ls

Zero is added to the first set, if the tree is a trivial And subtree with only one
leaf that equals leaf. This case is also illustrated in Figure 6 and 7.

278 reduce leaf tree | leaf == tree = first (Set.insert zero)
279 | otherwise = second (Set.insert tree)

The function red removes one occurrence of leaf from the set in ls, if the
Boolean in ls is False, i. e., if leaf has not been removed before. The set in ls
is returned otherwise unmodified.

280 red :: (Ord a, Ord p, Ord l)
281 => Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m
282 → (Bool, Set (Contract a p l m))
283 → (Bool, Set (Contract a p l m))
284 red leaf tleaf ls
285 | not (fst ls) && tleaf == leaf = first (const True) ls
286 | otherwise = second (Set.insert tleaf) ls
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10 Sublanguage hooks
Every instance of POL has to define its own set of sublanguages. The frame-
work hooks for these sublanguages are defined in this section. Examples for
sublanguage definitions can be found in Chapter III.

10.1 Personal data
The module Data.POL.PersonalData defines the sublanguage hook for personal
data. Supported sublanguages must instantiate the type class PersonalData. A
type class defines the functions that are guaranteed to work on any data type
that instantiates the class. The structure of the underlying data type is thus
not relevant for accessing the data type via the functions of the type class.

1 module Data.POL.PersonalData where

Any word of the sublanguage must support the notion of pairs (a, v) where a
is the attribute and v is the value. The elements of the pair are represented by
the functions attribute and value.

2 class PersonalData a where
3 attribute :: a→ String
4 value :: a→ String

The function covers allows to match subsets or equivalence classes of attributes
and values, e. g., sets of candidate attribute–value pairs. It is supposed to
implement an equivalent on personal data to the ⊇-relation on sets, thus,
supporting lattice structures.

5 covers :: a→ a→ Bool
6 covers a b = attribute a == attribute b
7 && value a == value b

The default implementation matches the return values of attribute and value.
It may be used as such or replaced by more appropriate definitions in specific
sublanguage definitions.

10.2 Purpose
The sublanguage hook for data processing purpose sublanguages is defined in
the module Data.POL.Purpose. As for the personal data sublanguage, a type
class is defined which determines the minimum requirements for sublanguages.

1 module Data.POL.Purpose where

Any purpose must be convertible to a string representation.

2 class Purpose a where
3 purpose :: a→ String

As for the sublanguage for personal data, the hierachical structure (⊇-relation)
of data processing purposes is left to the specific implementation of the purpose
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sublanguage. As for the personal data sublanguage, the structure should be
mirrored by the covers function.

4 covers :: a→ a→ Bool
5 covers a b = purpose a == purpose b

10.3 Time model
This section defines classes for possibly discrete time models for non-monadic
time, i. e., timelines that are known at execution time. It is mainly useful
for simulations. Realistic time models would update the current (close to
continuous) time via monadic operations via side-effects, i. e., via interactions
with the operating system.

1 module Data.POL.Time where

A time data type must provide a start of time (zero4 ) and, if modelling discrete
time, a function for performing a time step (advance).

2 class Zero a where
3 zero :: a
4 class Discrete a where
5 advance :: a→ a

A simple implementation of such a time model is an Integral with zero = 0
and advance = succ, but also a list of events would be easy to implement with
zero being the event list and advance = tail.

11 Observable sublanguage
Observables are expressions that are evaluated in the execution environment
of the contracts. The evaluation of the expressions is time-dependent, i. e.,
two evaluations of one and the same observable may yield two different values
when the execution environment changes in between the evaluations. Changes
in the environment that affect the evaluation of the expressions are side-effects.
In functional programming, side-effects can be captured by monads [15], thus,
observables must be monadic functions.

1 module Data.POL.Observable where

We move Haskell’s operators for comparison and Boolean operations to a
separate namespace in order to redefine them for the expression language. This
allows us to keep the expression language as intuitive as possible. The original
operators are still accessible by preceeding them with P.

2 import Prelude hiding
3 ( (==), (/=)
4 , (<=), (>=), (<), (>)

4This function is not to be confused with the POL primitive which is part of another module
and therefore part of another namespace.
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5 , (&&), (||)
6 , not
7 )
8 import qualified Prelude as P

The standard type classes for monads and monad transformers are defined in
Control.Monad and in Control.Monad.Trans, respectively.

9 import Control.Monad
10 import Control.Monad.Trans.Class
11 import Control.Monad.IO.Class

The definition of the canonical form in Chapter 8 requires a total order on
contracts. The order is defined by comparing the contract constructors and,
if equal, the parts of each contract. Observables can be part of contracts and
thus a total order needs to be defined on observables as well. The order cannot
be defined on the monadic function of the observable, since the function is
Turing-complete and equivalence of two Turing machines is undecidable [26,
Theorem 5.4]. Thus, the order of observables must rely on something different
from but tightly connected to the function itself. Later in this report, we
choose to label each observable with a String and use the lexicographical order
on strings for ordering observables.

The data type of observables consists of a label and the monadic function
runObservableT. The monad m and the return type a of the monadic function
are defined as type parameters, thus, the data type can be used as a data type
constructor for observables that are evaluated in different monads.

12 data ObservableT l m a = ObservableT
13 { label :: l
14 , runObservableT :: m a
15 }

The label is used to derive a String representation of observables.

16 instance Show l => Show (ObservableT l m a) where
17 show = show . label

POL requires that the label type of observables instantiates the type class Label.
It allows to create and combine labels created by String constants.

18 class Label l where
19 nolabel :: l
20 nullary :: String→ l
21 unary :: String→ l→ l
22 binary :: String→ l→ l→ l

11.1 Monad transformer
The type ObservableT can be understood as a monad transformer [13] which
transforms one monad into another one. Monad transformers are a generic
way to construct monads by means of a set of standard transformers, each
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implementing a particular functionality. ObservableT is a transformer that
adds labels to existing monads. The functionality of the transformed monad
remains accessible through the function lift that, by convention, exists for
every transformer. When making ObservableT an instance of the type class
MonadTrans, the function lift has to be defined.

23 instance Label l => MonadTrans (ObservableT l) where
24 lift m = ObservableT
25 { label = nullary "lifted"
26 , runObservableT = m
27 }

This outlines the limits of the approach: monads constructed by lift are
anonymous as the lifted function comes without label. The default label is
“lifted”, but it is not hard to see that default labels jeopardise the idea that the
label tightly reflects the function of the monadic function and thus the order
of observables. It should therefore be a rule to replace the default label by a
meaningful label as soon as possible.

It is also good practice to provide quick access to the IO monad, if it is part
of the monad transformation process. The IO monad is the most low-level
monad, allowing programs to communicate with the operating system. The
access is provided by the function liftIO.

28 instance (Label l, MonadIO m) => MonadIO (ObservableT l m) where
29 liftIO = lift . liftIO

11.2 Monad functionality
Every monad implements the standard functions return for returning values,
>>= and >> for composing monads, and fail for discontinuing the program
execution. The functions return, >>=, and fail assign default labels that may
not qualify for ordering observables. When these functions are used, the labels
have to be updated manually.

30 instance (Label l, Monad m) => Monad (ObservableT l m) where

The function return returns a constant value. The default label is “constant”.
Returning the value is delegated to the inner monad (runObservableT).

31 return a = ObservableT
32 { label = nullary "constant"
33 , runObservableT = return a
34 }

The function >>= combines two monadic functions by using the return value
of the first one, m, as the input for the second, f. The default label is “mod-
ified”. runObservableT runs first m and passes the return value to f which
computes a new monad of the type ObservableT. This monad is then passed
to runObservableT.
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35 m >>= f = ObservableT
36 { label = unary "modified" (label m)
37 , runObservableT = runObservableT . f =<< runObservableT m
38 }

The function >> combines two monadic functions by executing first m, discard-
ing the return value, and then executing n.

39 m >> n = ObservableT
40 { label = binary ">>" (label m) (label n)
41 , runObservableT = runObservableT m >> runObservableT n
42 }

Failing is simply delegated to the inner monad. The default label is “failed”.

43 fail str = ObservableT
44 { label = nullary "failed"
45 , runObservableT = fail str
46 }

Apart from the standard monad functions, we define three additional functions,
labeled, relabel, and constant, that will help to create correct labels. The
function labeled changes the label of a monadic function according to the
String argument of the function. This function can be used to update the
label after using one of the standard monadic functions.

47 labeled :: l→ ObservableT l m a→ ObservableT l m a
48 labeled l m = m { label = l }

The function relabel changes the label of a monadic function according to the
result of a function f that accepts the existing label as argument and transforms
it into a new label.

49 relabel :: (l→ l)→ ObservableT l m a→ ObservableT l m a
50 relabel f m = m { label = f (label m) }

The function constant can be understood as a companion to return. It accepts
any argument that has a string representation and returns a monadic function
that constantly returns the argument’s value. The function is labeled with the
string representation of the argument’s value.

51 constant :: (Label l, Monad m, Show a) => a→ ObservableT l m a
52 constant a = labeled (nullary (show a)) (return a)

If the monad is a functor, i. e., it allows the application of fmap, we want to be
able to use fmap on observables as well. This is done by instantiating the type
class Functor.

53 instance Functor m => Functor (ObservableT l m) where
54 fmap f obs = obs { runObservableT = fmap f (runObservableT obs) }
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11.3 Equivalence of observables
Provided that the labels of observables reflect their functionality, we can
reduce the equivalence of observables to the equivalence of labels, i. e., two
observables are equivalent, if their labels are equivalent.

55 instance Eq l => Eq (ObservableT l m a) where
56 m == n = label m P.== label n

In a similar way, we define the order of observables through the lexicographical
order of their labels, i. e., one observable m precedes another one n, if the label
of m precedes the label of n in the lexicographical order.

57 instance Ord l => Ord (ObservableT l m a) where
58 compare m n = compare (label m) (label n)

These comparisons are free of side-effects, since the comparisons just rely on
the label and not on the evaluation of the monadic functions. This allows us
to compare observables (and contracts) without having a particular execution
environment in place.

11.4 Combinator library
We define a number of general operators for expressions, covering basic arith-
metic operations, equivalence, and Boolean operations. These operators are
designed as a combinator library for observables. All definitions are designed
according to the same pattern: the new label is derived from the labels of the
operator’s arguments and is set by labeled, and the functionality is derived
from Haskell’s Prelude operators, lifted by liftM (for unary operators) and
liftM2 (for binary operators).

The basic arithmetic operators are reduced to the operators defined in
the Num type class. The instantiation of Num may serve as a template for the
adaption of other type classes, if needed.

59 instance (Label l, Monad m, Num a) => Num (ObservableT l m a) where
60 m + n = labeled (binary "+" (label m) (label n))
61 (liftM2 (+) m n)
62 m - n = labeled (binary "-" (label m) (label n))
63 (liftM2 (-) m n)
64 m * n = labeled (binary "*" (label m) (label n))
65 (liftM2 (*) m n)
66 abs m = labeled (unary "abs" (label m))
67 (liftM abs m)
68 signum m = labeled (unary "signum" (label m))
69 (liftM signum m)
70 fromInteger i = labeled (nullary (show i))
71 (return (fromInteger i))

Equality of two evaluations is reduced to Prelude’s ==, thus, the return type
of the two input observables, a, needs to implement the type class Eq. The
return type of the resulting observable is Bool. The label of the resulting
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observable is composed from the labels of the input observables separated by
the equivalence operator “==”.

72 infix 4 ==
73 (==) :: (Label l, Monad m, Eq a)
74 => ObservableT l m a→ ObservableT l m a
75 → ObservableT l m Bool
76 m == n = labeled (binary "==" (label m) (label n))
77 (liftM2 (P.==) m n)

Inequality is reduced to not and equality. The function not is defined later in
this section.

78 infix 4 /=
79 (/=) :: (Label l, Monad m, Eq a)
80 => ObservableT l m a→ ObservableT l m a
81 → ObservableT l m Bool
82 m /= n = labeled (binary "/=" (label m) (label n))
83 (not (m == n))

The remaining inequality operators, <=, >=, <, and > are defined similar to
equality. The return types of the input functions need to instantiate the type
class Ord in order to use Prelude’s operators for comparisons.

84 infix 4 <=
85 (<=) :: (Label l, Monad m, Ord a)
86 => ObservableT l m a→ ObservableT l m a
87 → ObservableT l m Bool
88 m <= n = labeled (binary "<=" (label m) (label n))
89 (liftM2 (P.<=) m n)

90 infix 4 >=
91 (>=) :: (Label l, Monad m, Ord a)
92 => ObservableT l m a→ ObservableT l m a
93 → ObservableT l m Bool
94 m >= n = labeled (binary ">=" (label m) (label n))
95 (liftM2 (P.>=) m n)

96 infix 4 <
97 (<) :: (Label l, Monad m, Ord a)
98 => ObservableT l m a→ ObservableT l m a
99 → ObservableT l m Bool

100 m < n = labeled (binary "<" (label m) (label n))
101 (liftM2 (P.<) m n)

102 infix 4 >
103 (>) :: (Label l, Monad m, Ord a)
104 => ObservableT l m a→ ObservableT l m a
105 → ObservableT l m Bool
106 m > n = labeled (binary ">" (label m) (label n))
107 (liftM2 (P.>) m n)
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The last three functions in this section may be used to combine monadic
functions with Boolean return values. Their non-monadic equivalents are the
logical ‘and’, ‘or’, and ‘not’.

108 infix 3 &&
109 (&&) :: (Label l, Monad m)
110 => ObservableT l m Bool→ ObservableT l m Bool
111 → ObservableT l m Bool
112 m && n = labeled (binary "&&" (label m) (label n))
113 (liftM2 (P.&&) m n)

114 infix 2 ||
115 (||) :: (Label l, Monad m)
116 => ObservableT l m Bool→ ObservableT l m Bool
117 → ObservableT l m Bool
118 m || n = labeled (binary "||" (label m) (label n))
119 (liftM2 (P.||) m n)

120 not :: (Label l, Monad m)
121 => ObservableT l m Bool→ ObservableT l m Bool
122 not m = labeled (unary "not" (label m)) (liftM P.not m)

12 Contract management semantics
The management semantics define how contracts are executed. Similar to
the sublanguages for personal data and purposes, the management semantics
are not determined in every detail. They are not entirely free, though. The
frame in which contracts are executed is defined by the function execute. It
uses some monad that implements the functions defined in the type class
Management. The instance of the type class Management determines the details
of the contract execution.

1 module Semantics.POL.Management where
2 import Prelude hiding ( and )
3 import qualified Prelude as P
4 import Control.Parallel
5 import Language.POL.Syntax hiding ( when )
6 import Data.POL.PersonalData
7 import Data.POL.Purpose
8 import Data.POL.Observable

The function use determines how personal data is “used”. It is invoked for
each contract that reduces to Data.

9 class Monad m => Management m where
10 use :: ( PersonalData a, Purpose p, Label l
11 , Show a, Show p, Show l
12 , Ord a, Ord p, Ord l
13 )
14 => a→ p→ m (Contract a p l m)
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The function send determines how personal data is sent to the data processor.
It is invoked for each contract that reduces to Give.

15 send :: ( PersonalData a, Purpose p, Label l
16 , Show a, Show p, Show l
17 , Ord a, Ord p, Ord l
18 )
19 => Contract a p l m→ m (Contract a p l m)

The function greedy determines how a decision for the most beneficial contract
is made. It is invoked for each contract that reduces to Or.

20 greedy :: ( PersonalData a, Purpose p, Label l
21 , Show a, Show p, Show l
22 , Ord a, Ord p, Ord l
23 )
24 => Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m
25 → m (Contract a p l m)

The function ifthenelse determines how observables are evaluated and how
If and IfNot contracts are executed.

26 ifthenelse :: ( PersonalData a, Purpose p, Label l
27 , Show a, Show p, Show l
28 , Ord a, Ord p, Ord l
29 )
30 => ObservableT l m Bool
31 → Contract a p l m→ Contract a p l m
32 → m (Contract a p l m)

The function when determines how contracts are postponed depending on an
observable.

33 when :: ( PersonalData a, Purpose p, Label l
34 , Show a, Show p, Show l
35 , Ord a, Ord p, Ord l
36 )
37 => ObservableT l m Bool→ Contract a p l m
38 → m (Contract a p l m)

The function stopping determines how the best execution time for Anytime
contracts is found.

39 stopping :: ( PersonalData a, Purpose p, Label l
40 , Show a, Show p, Show l
41 , Ord a, Ord p, Ord l
42 )
43 => ObservableT l m Bool→ Contract a p l m
44 → m (Contract a p l m)

The function absorb determines how the best execution time for Until con-
tracts is found.

45 absorb :: ( PersonalData a, Purpose p, Label l
46 , Show a, Show p, Show l
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47 , Ord a, Ord p, Ord l
48 )
49 => ObservableT l m Bool→ Contract a p l m
50 → m (Contract a p l m)

The function execute invokes the functions defined by Management instances.
It performes the actions that fit in one time step in a discrete time model. The
execute function also returnes a contract. This is the shape of the evolved
contract after the actions of the current time steps have been performed.

51 execute :: ( Management m
52 , PersonalData a, Purpose p, Label l
53 , Show a, Show p, Show l
54 , Ord a, Ord p, Ord l )
55 => Contract a p l m→ m (Contract a p l m)

No actions have to be taken for Zero contracts. The evolved contract is Zero.

56 execute Zero = return Zero

The function use is invoked for Data contracts.

57 execute (Data a p) = use a p

The function send is invoked for Give contracts.

58 execute (Give c) = send c

Contracts combined with And are executed in parallel. The function par
from the module Control.Parallel makes sure that Haskell uses multi-core
parallelisation, if possible.

59 execute (And c1 c2) = do
60 c1’← execute c2 ‘par‘ execute c1
61 c2’← execute c2
62 return $ c1’ ‘and‘ c2’

The function greedy is invoked for Or contracts.

63 execute (c1 ‘Or‘ c2) = greedy c1 c2

The function ifthenelse is invoked for If and IfNot contracts.

64 execute (If o c) = ifthenelse o c Zero
65 execute (IfNot o c) = ifthenelse o Zero c

The function when is invoked for When contracts.

66 execute (When o c) = when o c

The function stopping is invoked for Anytime contracts.

67 execute (Anytime o c) = stopping o c

The function absorb is invoked for Until contracts.

68 execute (Until o c) = absorb o c
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13 Contract valuation semantics
The valuation semantics assign a value to each contract. The determination of
this value should reflect the utility of the contract for the data controller. This
can be used to choose between different contract options, either before the
contract is made or while the contract is executed, i. e., when an Or contract
requires a choice.

1 module Semantics.POL.Valuation where
2 import Language.POL.Syntax
3 import Data.POL.PersonalData
4 import Data.POL.Purpose
5 import Data.POL.Observable
6 import Control.Monad ( liftM2 )

Like the management semantics, the rough details of the valuation semantics
are defined, but the fine details may be adjusted by instantiating a type class, in
this case the type class Valuation. The function selfInformation determines
the self-information, e. g., in Shannon’s sense, of personal data. The function
is invoked for each Data contract.

7 class (Monad m, Functor m) => Valuation m where
8 selfInformation :: (PersonalData a, Purpose p)
9 => a→ p→ m Double

The function ifthenelse determines the value of If and IfNot contracts.

10 ifthenelse :: Label l
11 => ObservableT l m Bool→ m Double→ m Double
12 → m Double

The function discount discounts the value of the contract according to the
postponing time. It is invoked for each When contract.

13 discount :: Label l
14 => ObservableT l m Bool→ m Double→ m Double

The function snell determines the maximal value of Anytime contracts.

15 snell :: Label l
16 => ObservableT l m Bool→ m Double→ m Double

The function absorb determines the maximal value of Until contracts.

17 absorb :: Label l
18 => ObservableT l m Bool→ m Double→ m Double

The function valuate invokes the functions defined by Valuation instances.

19 valuate :: ( Valuation m
20 , PersonalData a, Purpose p, Label l
21 , Show a, Show p, Show l
22 , Ord a, Ord p, Ord l
23 )
24 => Contract a p l m→ m Double
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Zero contracts are mapped to the value 0.

25 valuate Zero = return 0

Data contracts are mapped to the self-information of the personal data.

26 valuate (Data a p) = selfInformation a p

Give contracts are mapped to the negative value of the inner contract.

27 valuate (Give c) = fmap negate (valuate c)

The value of And contracts is the sum of the inner contracts.

28 valuate (And c1 c2) = liftM2 (+) (valuate c1) (valuate c2)

The value of Or contracts is the value of the one or the other inner contract,
depending on which value is greater.

29 valuate (Or c1 c2) = liftM2 max (valuate c1) (valuate c2)

The function ifthenelse is invoked for If and IfNot contracts.

30 valuate (If o c) = ifthenelse o (valuate c) (return 0)
31 valuate (IfNot o c) = ifthenelse o (return 0) (valuate c)

The function discount is invoked for When contracts.

32 valuate (When o c) = discount o (valuate c)

The function snell is invoked for Anytime contracts.

33 valuate (Anytime o c) = snell o (valuate c)

The function absorb is invoked for for Until contracts.

34 valuate (Until o c) = absorb o (valuate c)

14 Human-readable contracts
This module provides a semantics for translating POL contracts to human-
readable form.

1 module Semantics.POL.HumanReadable
2 ( PrettyPrintable, pretty
3 , PrettyDriver, text, mark, emph, items, indent, (+++)
4 ) where
5 import Language.POL.Syntax ( Contract ( .. ), foldAnd, foldOr )
6 import Data.POL.Observable ( ObservableT, label )

All types that instantiate the type class PrettyPrintable can be translated to
human-readable form. The PrettyDriver determines the output format, for
instance, XHTML.

7 class PrettyPrintable a where
8 pretty :: PrettyDriver b => a→ b
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PrettyDrivers have to support functions for printing text (text), marking
text (mark), emphasising text (emph), printing itemised lists (items), indenting
text (indent), and concatenating text ((+++)).

9 class PrettyDriver a where
10 text :: String→ a
11 mark :: String→ a
12 emph :: String→ a
13 items :: [a]→ a
14 indent :: a→ a→ a
15 (+++) :: a→ a→ a

If there are instances for pretty-printing personal data, purposes, and ob-
servables, then the POL contracts can be pretty-printed. The contract Zero
translates to the printout “no rights or obliagtions”.

16 instance (PrettyPrintable a, PrettyPrintable p, Show l)
17 => PrettyPrintable (Contract a p l m) where
18 pretty (Zero)
19 = text "no␣rights␣or␣obligations"

Data contracts translate to “your 〈data〉 is used for 〈purpose〉”.

20 pretty (Data a p)
21 = (text "your␣") +++ (pretty a) +++ (text "␣is␣used␣for␣")
22 +++ (pretty p)

Give contracts translate to “your partner’s contract” followed by the subcon-
tract.

23 pretty (Give c)
24 = text "your␣partner’s␣contract"
25 ‘indent‘ pretty c

And contracts translate to “all are binding” followed by both subcontracts.

26 pretty c@(_ ‘And‘ _)
27 = indent (text "all␣are␣binding")
28 $ items $ reverse (foldAnd ((:) . pretty) [] c)

Or contracts translate to “choose between” followed by both subcontracts.

29 pretty c@(_ ‘Or‘ _)
30 = indent (text "choose␣between")
31 $ items $ reverse (foldOr ((:) . pretty) [] c)

If contracts translate to “in case ‘〈observable〉’ is true” followed by the subcon-
tract.

32 pretty (If o c)
33 = text "in␣case␣\’" +++ pretty o +++ text "\’␣is␣true"
34 ‘indent‘ pretty c

IfNot contracts translate to “in case ‘〈observable〉’ is false” followed by the
subcontract.
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35 pretty (IfNot o c)
36 = text "in␣case␣\’" +++ pretty o +++ text "\’␣is␣false"
37 ‘indent‘ pretty c

When contracts translate to “as soon as ‘〈observable〉’ is true” followed by the
subcontract.

38 pretty (When o c)
39 = text "as␣soon␣as␣\’" +++ pretty o +++ text "\’␣is␣true"
40 ‘indent‘ pretty c

Anytime contracts translate to “anytime ‘〈observable〉’ is true, do once” followed
by the subcontract.

41 pretty (Anytime o c)
42 = text "anytime␣\’" +++ pretty o
43 +++ text "\’␣is␣true,␣do␣once"
44 ‘indent‘ pretty c

Until contracts translate to “before ‘〈observable〉’ becomes true, do once”
followed by the subcontract.

45 pretty (Until o c)
46 = text "before␣\’" +++ pretty o
47 +++ text "\’␣becomes␣true,␣do␣once"
48 ‘indent‘ pretty c

Observables can be pretty-printed, if the observable can be translated to a
String. In this case the String will be marked and used as the human-readable
form.

49 instance Show l => PrettyPrintable (ObservableT l m a) where
50 pretty = mark . show
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15 Personal data
In this section, we define a simple data type for personal data. This data
type is defined in the module Data.SimPOL.PersonalData. It is hooking into
the POL framework by implementing the type class defined in the module
Data.POL.PersonalData. We also specify how this implementation of personal
data is displayed in natural language.

1 module Data.SimPOL.PersonalData where
2 import qualified Data.POL.PersonalData as Class
3 import Semantics.POL.HumanReadable
4 import Text.Printf

One of the simplest understandings of personal data is a set of tuples (a, v)
where a is the attribute name and v is the attribute value. We implement these
(a, v) tuples as a composite data type with two elements, the attribute and
the value. Both elements are strings in order to keep examples simple.

5 data PersonalData = PersonalData
6 { attribute :: String
7 , value :: String
8 } deriving (Eq, Ord)

This data type can be easily hooked in the POL framework which requires that
data types for personal data have to implement two functions, attribute and
value. The two framework functions are deligated to the respective functions
of the data type. The POL framework functions and the data type functions
are not to be confused though both have the same name. In the instance
definitions, the left-hand side of the assignment is the framework function and
the right-hand side is the data type function.

9 instance Class.PersonalData PersonalData where
10 attribute = attribute
11 value = value

The string representation of (a, v) tuples is the attribute name a, followed by
the value v, separated by a colon.

12 instance Show PersonalData where
13 show a = printf "%s:␣%s" (attribute a) (value a)

The representation of personal data in natural language is the string represent-
ation.

14 instance PrettyPrintable PersonalData where
15 pretty = text . show

16 Purpose
In this section, we define a simple data type for purposes. The data type is
defined in the module Data.SimPOL.Purpose. It is hooking into the POL frame-
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work by implementing the type class defined in the module Data.POL.Purpose.
The representation of purposes in natural language is specifed as well.

1 module Data.SimPOL.Purpose where
2 import qualified Data.POL.Purpose as POL
3 import Semantics.POL.HumanReadable

A purpose in the simplest form is a statement stored in a string.

4 newtype Purpose = Purpose { purpose :: String }
5 deriving (Eq, Ord)

The hook in the POL framework requires the implementation of a function
purpose for accessing the purpose as a string. The data type defined in this
section defines such a function with the same name. The linking of the data
type function and the framework hook is done by instantiating the type class
Purpose of the POL framework.

6 instance POL.Purpose Purpose where
7 purpose = purpose

The string representation is the purpose string itself.

8 instance Show Purpose where
9 show = purpose

The purpose in natural language is the purpose string as well.

10 instance PrettyPrintable Purpose where
11 pretty = text . purpose

17 Observables
In this section, we define a simple data type for lables that can be used in
POL’s observables. This data type is defined in Data.SimPOL.Observable. It is
hooked into the POL framework by implementing the type class defined in
the module Data.POL.Observable.

1 module Data.SimPOL.Observable where
2 import Data.POL.Observable ( ObservableT )
3 import qualified Data.POL.Observable as POL
4 import Text.Printf

For POL observables, three types of combinator functions are considered:
nullary functions or constants in other words, unary functions that transform
one observable in another one, and binary functions that compose a observ-
ables from two other observables. In the current implementation of the POL
framework, observables can even exist without label, though, this is to be
avoided.

5 data Label
6 = NoLabel

Nullary functions (constants) are labeled with a string.
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7 | Nullary String

Unary functions are labeled with a string and the label of the transformed
observable.

8 | Unary String Label

Binary functions are labeled with a string and both labels of the two observ-
ables that are composed.

9 | Binary String Label Label
10 deriving (Eq, Ord)

The label data type becomes a valid label type for observables by implementing
POL’s type class Label.

11 instance POL.Label Label where
12 nolabel = NoLabel
13 nullary = Nullary
14 unary = Unary
15 binary = Binary

The label data type is hooked into the POL framework by specifying it as the
label in POL’s ObservableT monad transformer. The new monad transformer,
Observable, always uses the label data type Label.

16 type Observable = ObservableT Label

The string representation of labels refers to the string stored along with
each label, i. e., the name of the constant or the name of the transformation
function, and the string representations of sublabels in case of unary and
binary functions.

17 instance Show Label where
18 show NoLabel = "NoLabel"
19 show (Nullary s) = s
20 show (Unary s l) = printf "%s␣(%s)" s (show l)
21 show (Binary s k l) = printf "(%s)␣%s␣(%s)" (show k) s (show l)

18 Execution environment
In this section, we define simple management semantics for POL contracts
that simulate the contract execution and log all steps taken to the text console.
Whenever a decisions regarding the contract execution has to be taken, the
question is forwarded to the user via a minimal dialogue on the text console.
Decisions have to be made when either one or another contract is to be
executed (Or combinator), or when the execution time has to be determined
(Until and Anytime combinators). The semantics is defined in the module
Semantics.SimPOL.Management.

1 module Semantics.SimPOL.Management where
2 import Language.POL.Syntax
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3 import Semantics.POL.Management as POL
4 import Data.POL.Observable ( ObservableT, runObservableT )
5 import Data.POL.Time as Time
6 import Control.Monad.IO.Class
7 import Control.Monad.Trans.Class
8 import Control.Monad.Trans.State
9 import Text.Printf

10 import Text.Dialog

The function evolve starts the simulation with the zero-time of the time
model.

11 evolve :: (Monad m, Zero t) => StateT t m a→ m a
12 evolve = evolveWithTime Time.zero

The function evolveWithTime starts the simulation with a user-defined initial
time.

13 evolveWithTime :: (Monad m) => t→ StateT t m a→ m a
14 evolveWithTime = flip evalStateT

The function now returns the current simulation time.

15 now :: Monad m => StateT t m t
16 now = get

The function advance performs a time step.

17 advance :: (Monad m, Discrete t) => StateT t m ()
18 advance = modify Time.advance

The environment for executing contracts is the IO monad with a state storing
a global variable t that holds the current simulation time.

19 type Management t = StateT t IO

The management semantics are hooked in POL by instantiating the type class
Management. The function use prints an information that the data is used for a
specific purpose. When the data has been used once, this part of the contract
becomes Zero.

20 instance (MonadIO m, Show t) => POL.Management (StateT t m) where
21 use a p = do
22 t← now
23 liftIO $ putStrLn $ printf ("(%s)␣Using␣data␣%s␣"
24 ++ "for␣purpose␣%s.") (show t) (show a) (show p)
25 return Zero

The function send simulates the transport of the personal data to the contract
partner. If the contract is Zero, nothing is done.

26 send Zero = return Zero

If the contract is Data, a notification is printed and Zero is returned.
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27 send (Data a p) = do
28 t← now
29 liftIO $ putStrLn $ printf ("(%s)␣Sending␣data␣%s␣"
30 ++ "for␣purpose␣%s␣"
31 ++ "to␣the␣contract␣party.") (show t) (show a) (show p)
32 return Zero

The other contracts are sent by sending the personal data in the subcontracts.

33 send (Give _) = return Zero
34 send (And c1 c2) = send c1 >> send c2
35 send (c1 ‘Or‘ c2) = send c1 >> send c2
36 send (If _ c) = send c
37 send (IfNot _ c) = send c
38 send (When _ c) = send c
39 send (Anytime _ c) = send c
40 send (Until _ c) = send c

The function greedy prints both contracts to the text console and asks the user
to make a choice.

41 greedy c1 c2 = do
42 t ← now
43 sw ← liftIO $ dialog (printf ("(%s)␣"
44 ++ "Your␣contract␣options␣are:\n"
45 ++ "␣␣1.␣%s\n␣␣2.␣%s\nWhich␣contract␣do␣you␣choose")
46 (show t) (show c1) (show c2)) ["1","2"]
47 case sw of
48 "1"→ execute c1
49 "2"→ execute c2

The function ifthenelse evaluates the observable and executes the subcon-
tracts according to the evaluation’s outcome.

50 ifthenelse o c1 c2 = do
51 sw← runObservableT o
52 if sw
53 then execute c1
54 else execute c2

The function when evaluates the observable and executes the subcontracts
according to the evaluation’s outcome.

55 when o c = do
56 sw← runObservableT o
57 if sw
58 then execute c
59 else return $ When o c

The function stopping evaluates the observable and prints the subcontract to
the text console and asks the user whether the contract should be executed or
not.

60 stopping o c = do
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61 t ← now
62 sw ← runObservableT o
63 if sw
64 then do
65 sw← liftIO $ dialog
66 ( printf ("(%s)␣Do␣you␣want␣to␣execute␣"
67 ++ "the␣contract␣(%s)␣now") (show t) (show c)
68 ) ["yes", "no"]
69 case sw of
70 "yes"→ execute c
71 _ → return $ Anytime o c
72 else return $ Anytime o c

The function absorb evaluates the observable, prints the subcontract to the
text console, and asks the user whether the contract should be executed or not.

73 absorb o c = do
74 t ← now
75 sw ← runObservableT o
76 if sw
77 then return Zero
78 else do
79 sw← liftIO $ dialog
80 ( printf ("(%s)␣Do␣you␣want␣to␣execute␣"
81 ++ "the␣contract␣(%s)␣now") (show t) (show c)
82 ) ["yes","no"]
83 case sw of
84 "yes"→ execute c
85 _ → return $ Until o c

19 Time model
We choose a timeline model with a default zero-time and an infinite number
of discrete time steps. Each time step has an index and in each time step, a
number of events may happen. Events are signalled through string flags that
are either present or not.

1 module Data.SimPOL.Time where
2 import Data.POL.Time

The Timeline data type contains the index for each time step (index), a list
of event flags (events), and the next time step (next). Through next, the
Timeline is recursive like a list. The reason for not using lists in the first place
is that composed data types like lists may not be type class instances, but
Timeline needs to instantiate the type classes Zero and Discrete.

3 data Timeline = Timeline
4 { index :: Int
5 , events :: [String]
6 , next :: Maybe Timeline
7 }
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The default zero-time initialises an empty timeline. The empty timeline is
inifinite, but does not contain any events.

8 instance Zero Timeline where
9 zero = Timeline { index = 0

10 , events = []
11 , next = Nothing
12 }

The infiniteness of the timeline is determined by its interpretation of the
advance function. The instance of the Discrete type class either uses an
existing next time step to advance the time or creates an infinite empty timeline
that succeedes the current time step. The empty timeline is just created in the
case of the absents of a defined next step.

13 instance Discrete Timeline where
14 advance t = maybe infinity id (next t)
15 where infinity = zero { index = succ (index t) }

The type Time is defined as a synonym for Timeline and exported in order to
make it easier to exchange the time model in other modules.

16 type Time = Timeline

The index of the time step is used to represent the time step when a string
representation is needed, for instance, in the user interface.

17 instance Show Timeline where
18 show = show . index

The time index is also the key for comparing two points in time.

19 instance Eq Timeline where
20 s == t = index s == index t
21 instance Ord Timeline where
22 compare s t = compare (index s) (index t)

Time indices can also be summed up or multiplied.

23 instance Num Timeline where
24 s + t = Timeline { index = index s + index t
25 , events = []
26 , next = Nothing }
27 s - t = Timeline { index = index s - index t
28 , events = []
29 , next = Nothing }
30 s * t = Timeline { index = index s * index t
31 , events = []
32 , next = Nothing }
33 abs t = Timeline { index = abs (index t)
34 , events = []
35 , next = Nothing }
36 signum t = Timeline { index = signum (index t)
37 , events = []
38 , next = Nothing }
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39 fromInteger i = Timeline { index = fromInteger i
40 , events = []
41 , next = Nothing }

20 Template contracts
The first template simplifies the process of creating data disclosure contracts.
There are three data types involved in this process, the contract itself, Contract,
the type for personal data, PersonalData, and the type of the data processing
purpose, Purpose. The function disclose instantiates them all at the same
time and returns a simPOL contract. Personal data consists in simPOL of an
attribute name and an attribute value, both strings. Data processing purposes
are strings as well. These three strings are the arguments of disclose, the
contract is constructed by means of pdata, a language primitive of POL which
is introduced in Chapter 8.

1 module Language.SimPOL.Template.Disclose where
2 import Language.SimPOL
3 disclose :: String→ String→ String→ Contract
4 disclose a v p = pdata
5 ( PersonalData { attribute = a, value = v } )
6 ( Purpose { purpose = p } )

The next templates make it simple to create observable varibales in simPOL.
Observables may return different values during the contract execution depend-
ing on the simulation time or simulated events.

1 module Language.SimPOL.Template.Obs where
2 import Language.SimPOL

All observables that we construct in this chapter return Boolean values. These
are the result of comparisons of different observable variables. The comparison
operators need to fit the type of observables. This is not the case for Haskell’s
native comparison operators. Alternative operators are defined in the module
Data.POL.Observable.

3 import qualified Data.POL.Observable as Obs

The type of observables is a monad transformation of the Universe. In other
words, observables are programs in an environment that has the same function-
ality as the Universe plus some extra functionality added by the transformation.
In order to run native programs of the Universe, e. g., the function now which
returns the current simulation time, we need an additional function, lift,
which transforms now to a program in the transformed monad. The function
lift is defined in the module Control.Monad.Trans.Class.

4 import Control.Monad.Trans.Class

The first observable constructor, at, accepts the time as the argument and
returns an observable variable. The observable variable returns a Boolean
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value depending on the simulation time, True when the simulation time has
reached the time passed with the argument and False otherwise.

5 at :: Time→ Obs Bool

First, the function now is transformed from a program in the Universe to an
observable by lift. Then it is compared to the time that has been passed as
the argument of at.

6 at t = labeled (nullary "time") (lift now) Obs.== constant t

In a similar way works the function before. It returns True as long as the
simulation time has not reached the time passed as the function argument and
False otherwise.

7 before :: Time→ Obs Bool
8 before t = labeled (nullary "time") (lift now) Obs.< constant t

The dual to before is the function after. It returns True after the simulation
has passed the time passed as the function argument and False otherwise.

9 after :: Time→ Obs Bool
10 after t = labeled (nullary "time") (lift now) Obs.> constant t

The functions between and strictbetween are compositions of before and
after. While between even returns True when the times passed as the function
arguments are reached, strictbetween only returns True when the first time
argument is past and the second has not yet been reached by the simulation
time. Otherwise, both functions return False.

11 between :: Time→ Time→ Obs Bool
12 between s t = (at s Obs.|| at t) Obs.|| strictbetween s t
13 strictbetween :: Time→ Time→ Obs Bool
14 strictbetween s t = after s Obs.&& before t

Despite time, there are also events that can occur in simPOL. The function
occurs checks whether an event is occuring in the current point of time.

15 occurs :: String→ Obs Bool
16 occurs e = labeled (nullary (e ++ "␣occurs"))
17 (fmap ((elem e) . events) (lift now))

Another template transforms a duty to a right, or in other words trans-
forms a contract to an option. An option is a contract that leaves the liberty
to choose zero instead of another contract.

1 module Language.SimPOL.Template.Option where
2 import Prelude hiding ( or )
3 import Language.SimPOL

The function option makes the construction of option contracts explicit by
combining it with the contract combinator or zero.

4 option :: Contract→ Contract
5 option = or zero
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An important concept in data protection is the retention period of personal
data. There has to be the option to express retention periods in POL, if it
should be useful in this context.

1 module Language.SimPOL.Template.Retention where
2 import Prelude hiding ( until )
3 import Language.SimPOL
4 import Language.SimPOL.Template.Option
5 import Language.SimPOL.Template.Obs

The function retain adds a retention period to contracts.

6 retain :: Time→ Contract→ Universe Contract
7 retain t c = (\present→
8 until (at (present + t)) (option c)
9 ) ‘fmap‘ now
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21 Results
In the first two chapters, we have specified and implemented the Privacy
Option Language (POL), a framework that can be scaled to create toy languages
such as simPOL as well as much complex privacy contract languages, including
ontology-based sublanguages via the function covers. In the first chapter,
we develop the canonical form of POL contracts. In the second chapter, we
define the hooks of the framework where language instances such as simPOL
can connect. In the third chapter, we evaluate the framework by defining
simple instances for sublanguages. In the third chapter, we also show how
template contracts can be used to make POL and its instances more accessible
and therefore more usable.

The semantics hooks make it easy to define operational management se-
mantics for POL. These can be used as an identity management function where
the POL contracts define the conditions under which privacy is preserved and
the management makes sure that the contracts are followed. There are also
hooks for defining denotational valuation semantics. These can be used to
assign a value to each contract and thus give support to humans or machines
when decisions between contracts have to be made.

22 Future work
Future releases of the POL framework can be more generic. For instance, the
language for observables is defined as part of POL at the moment and should
be defined as part of a POL instance, e. g., as part of simPOL. Even more radical
would be the abstraction from the Privacy Option Language to an Option
Language in which POL is just one instance. The POL framework can also
be deployed as it is in a greater context, for instance, an identity management
system where contract parties are addressable. An identity management system
may also require that contracts are matched and negotiated. An extension of
the human-readable form of POL contracts could be used to highlight where
two contracts match and where they differ.

The author maintains a copy of this work and coming releases under the
BSD 3 license. Contact the author for details.
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A User-driven contract valuation
This module defines a minimal user interface based on the text console.

1 module Text.Dialog ( dialog ) where
2 import System.Console.Readline ( readline )
3 import Text.Printf ( printf )

The function dialog prints a request for user input and all input options.
It repeats the request, if the user input was not part of the input options.
Otherwise, dialog returns the user input.

4 dialog :: String→ [String]→ IO String
5 dialog pre xs = do
6 line← readline (printf "%s␣[%s]?␣" pre (comma xs))
7 maybe (dialog pre xs) (guard pre xs) line

The function guard checks whether the input is valid and returns it. Otherwise,
guard invokes dialog once more.

8 guard :: String→ [String]→ String→ IO String
9 guard pre xs inp

10 | inp ‘elem‘ xs = return inp
11 | otherwise = dialog pre xs

The function comma maps a list of Strings to a comma-separated concatenation
of these Strings.

12 comma :: [String]→ String
13 comma [] = ""
14 comma (x:xs) = foldl (\s t→ s ++ "," ++ t) x xs

B XHtml pretty-print driver
This module is a back-end driver for the pretty printer. It is used to print
human-readable contracts in XHTML.

1 module Text.PrettyXHTML where
2 import Semantics.POL.HumanReadable as HR
3 ( PrettyDriver
4 , text, mark, emph, items, indent, (+++)
5 )
6 import Text.XHtml as XH
7 ( Html
8 , (+++), stringToHtml, ordList, thespan, paragraph
9 , (!), thestyle, blue

10 )

The function text is encodes Strings as valid XHTML.

11 instance PrettyDriver Html where
12 text = stringToHtml
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The function emph formats the String in red colour.

13 emph = (thespan ! [thestyle "color:Red"]) . stringToHtml

The function mark formats the String in blue colour.

14 mark = (thespan ! [thestyle "color:DarkBlue"]) . stringToHtml

The function items maps a list of Strings to an ordered XHTML list.

15 items = ordList

The function indent uses a XHTML paragraph to indent the second argument.

16 indent = (. paragraph) . (XH.+++)

The function +++ concatenates the XHTML arguments.

17 (+++) = (XH.+++)
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